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political parties, and of these close on a million and a half voted
for parties which had no chance of representation. Both Socialists
and Communists showed a large increase, their poll rising to 40
per cent of the whole, while every middle-class party showed a
decline except—an ominous sign—the Economic party* which
was specifically an interest party. The Centrum fell to the lowest
figure it ever polled under the Republic, while the Nationalist
party not merely lost a fifth of its supporters, but showed a still
further tendency to split. Altogether, if one judged simply on
comparisons with previous elections, it was a decided Left victory.
Quiet though the election was it had been marked by some
interesting incidents, two of which may be noted. Down in Munich
there had been angry debates in the National Socialist headquarters
whether or no the party should participate in the elections. So
far Hitler had been opposed on principle to participation on the
eminently reasonable ground that it was inconsistent with a
profession of lack of faith in and opposition to parliamentarism.
But towards the end of 1927 the struggle in his staff had brought
victory to almost the only man of genuine ability and the only
man of genuine political talent that the movement threw up—
the ex-chemist Gregor Strasser, a born organizer. Appointed
chief organizer of the party in 1927 he began for the first time
to make it successfully cut into the strength of the still existing
Voelkische Bloc, and finally succeeded in attracting to National
Socialism the bulk of the Bloc's members in Parliament. The ques-
tion of participation, therefore, assumed a rather different aspect,
and Strasser successfully pressed the view that, unless the National
Socialist party became a truly national party and shared in the
fight for power, the whole movement on the extreme Right would
never attain unity, but would be divided into parliamentarians
and non-parliamentarians. If Hitler wanted to be the unchallenged
* This was the only important middle-class interest party. It stood for the
small trader and manufacturer and combined a guild tendency with demands
for non-interference in industry by the state. The Landbund3 grouping the
large landowners and strongly "protectionist/' was the chief Right interest
party. In 1927 it was almost a Centre party in contrast to smaller "small
farmers'" parties which tended to Right and Left "Bolshevism." Only when
the great landed interests were directly menaced did the Landbund go
''extremist."
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